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ABSTRACT
Archaeological and historical studies, conducted since 1950, allow us to trace a hypothetical demographic framework in which three crises extended over time, attributed by scholars to unfavourable social-economic situations or to war aggression, can be observed. A comparison of these three crises with the volcanological record reveals a correlation suggesting that the volcanic events had an effect on local anthropic history.

The first crisis occurred in 4th millennium BC and involved all the Aeolian Islands, particularly Contrada Diana, the main Neolithic site of Lipari. The Diana Spatarella facies records: the reduction of the coastal settlement of Contrada Diana, the settling of Rocca del Castello, and the development of settlements in areas protected from volcanic activity. These observations support the hypothesis that Contrada Diana was exposed to the effects of tsunami waves created by the Sciara del Fuoco collapse on Stromboli, and indirectly to the eruptions of Gran Cratere of Vulcano that also caused problems for the sailors travelling between the mainland and Lipari.

The second crisis occurred between 9th and 6th centuries BC and could be also be caused by the effects of the strong eruptive phase which occurred 2.9 ka at Vulcano and the tsunami produced by another sector collapse on Stromboli at the end of the Neostromboli. As during the first crisis, navigation between the mainland and Lipari would have been made difficult.

The third crisis happened in the historical period between 6th and 11th centuries with a possible peak during the eruption of Monte Pilato which occurred in 776 AD in the NE sector of Lipari.

1. INTRODUCTION

The importance of comparing archaeological data with the history of the Aeolian Islands volcanoes (Figure 1) was soon understood by Luigi Bernabò Brea and Madeleine Cavalier with the publication, in 1991, of the volume "Isole Eolie. Archeologia e Vulcanologia".

Since then, further research has provided new insights into the possible influence of volcanoes on the life of human communities: there is more information on the Aeolian volcanism and new geological maps with updated dates of lava flows. Additionally, archaeological research has also advanced, with new surveys, excavations, and radiometric dates.

In Lipari, the largest island of the Aeolian archipelago, after the eruption of Vallone del Gabellotto, dated 8.7-8.4 ka [Zanchetta et al., 2011; Forni et al., 2013], a long phase of volcanic quiescence has allowed stable human settlements since the Middle Neolithic. Almost the entire archipelago was occupied at that time except for some periods of long lasting, in which the islands were almost uninhabited, or suffered a significant reduction in population, the causes of which are not yet fully known. These demographic crises have been generally attributable to cultural and environmental changes that involved southern Italy and, in a broader...
sense, the whole Mediterranean. A specific analysis of the local factors is fundamental for the identification of possible causes of the demographic crisis, starting from the volcanic events that may have influenced the human behaviours of the indigenous communities. The temporary depopulation of a site and the contextual development of new settlements, in more internal areas or further away from active volcanic centres, may have been caused by the perception by the ancient populations of the risks connected to volcanic activity. While taking into consideration the subsistence needs (agricultural exploitation), it cannot be excluded that these movements represent a response to the escalation of local volcanic phenomena.

It is well known that the Aeolian archipelago, in the last seven millennia in which there was a human presence, has been affected by catastrophic events capable of altering the delicate insular environment. This work will try to link volcanological and historical/archaeological data, in order to identify a possible correspondence between the catastrophic events due to the volcanic activity and the crisis situations of the human history in the frame of the cultural chronological development of the Aeolian Islands [Bernabò Brea and Cavalier, 1991c: 125-127; Martinelli, 2016; Levi et al., 2011]. The Neolithic and Copper Age has not been investigated with updated datings except for the initial phase of the Middle Neolithic (Stentinello II) [Martinelli, 2016: 264]. In the recent bibliography [Binder et al., 2017; Tinè and Natali, 2014; Fiorentino et al., 2013:1303; Pessina and Tinè, 2012: 47-48; Maniscalco, 2000: 504] the Middle Neolithic of southern Italy and Sicily is dated between 5500-4500 BC and the Final Neolithic between 4500-3800 BC. These C¹⁴ dates would make the chronology of the Aeolian facies offset by at least 500 years earlier. In Table 1 the chronological phases of these periods have been elaborated considering this time space. Data discuss hereby are sufficient to formulate new hypotheses on the origin of the demographic crises, which need, however, additional information to be able to be confirmed or rejected the thesis illustrated in this paper.

2. SUMMARY OF THE RECENT ERUPTIVE HISTORY OF AEOLIAN VOLCANOES

The Aeolian Islands represent the subaerial part of an extended volcanic arc that rises from the depths of the southern Tyrrenian Sea, northeast of Sicily (Figure 1). The volcanoes that produced eruptive activity during the period in question are: Lipari, Vulcano and Stromboli. The most recent eruptive activity of Lipari (Figure 2) has been concentrated in the northeastern sector of the island and is logged by the Vallone Fiume Bianco Synthem [Lucchi et al., 2013].

It started with the impressive eruption of Gabellotto – Fiume Bianco between 8.7-8.4 ka [Zanchetta et al., 2011] and 7.17 ka [Bigazzi et al., 2003], which built a 130 m thick pyroclastic succession (Figure 2a) originating from a vent located just south of the present Monte Pilato cone. This eruption culminated with the emission of the Pomiciazzo obsidian-rich lava flow (Figure 2a), which provided the obsidian blocks whose artefacts were exploited since the Neolithic period and traded throughout the Mediterranean area. After a long period of quiescence, the eruptive activities resumed around 776 AD [Keller, 2002] with the pumice eruption of Monte Pilato cone (Figure 2b), and the almost coeval obsidian flow of Forgia Vecchia [Forni et al., 2013]. During the 13th century AD, the last eruptive episode took place on the island forming the small parasitic cone of Lami and the large Rocche Rosse obsidian flow [Tanguy et al., 2002; Bigazzi et al., 2003].

On Vulcano Island, half a mile south of Lipari, in the same period volcanic activity was also in progress. The La Fossa caldera evolved in the last 10 ka with the progressive shift of the eruptive centres towards the northeastern sector of the island, alternating periods of strong eruptive activity with periods of relative quiescence. In particular, between 8.5 and 8.3 ka the formation of the

![Figure 1. Geographic map of the Aeolian Island (Messina - Italy).](image)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cultural Cronology</th>
<th>Local prehistoric facies</th>
<th>Volcanic events (dated ky)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cronology (BC)</td>
<td>Facies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron Age</td>
<td>900-580</td>
<td>Possible collasso SC5b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Bronze age</td>
<td>1150-900</td>
<td>Ausonio II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent Bronze age</td>
<td>1300-1150</td>
<td>Ausonio II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Bronze age 3</td>
<td>1500-1300</td>
<td>Milazzese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early and Middle Bronze age 1-2</td>
<td>2300-1500</td>
<td>Capo Graziano I e II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Copper Age</td>
<td>2500-2300</td>
<td>Piano Quartara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Copper Age</td>
<td>3800-2500?</td>
<td>Pianoconte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Copper Age</td>
<td>4500-3800</td>
<td>Diana Spatarella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Neolithic</td>
<td></td>
<td>Diana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Neolithic</td>
<td>5500-4500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early Neolithic</td>
<td>7000-5500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mesolithic</td>
<td>8500-7000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1a.** Comparison between archaeological and volcanological data from Mesolithic to Iron Age. 1.b) Comparison between archaeological and volcanological data from Greek Age to Middle Age. (the relationships between volcanic events and periods of crisis are highlight in reddish). References for the age determinations of the volcanic products: (1) Voltaggio et al., 1995; (2) Manni, 2015; (3) Frazzetta et al., 1985; (4) Soligo et al., 2000; (5) Gilliot, 1987; (6) De Astis et al., 1997b; (7) De Astis et al., 1989; (8) Risica et al., 2017; (9) Zanchetta et al., 2011; (10) Bigazzi et al., 2003; (11) Calvari et al., 2011; (12) Keller, 1970; (13) Keller, 2002; (14) Tanguy et al., 2002; (15) Bigazzi and Bonadonna, 1973; (16) Arringhi et al., 2006; (17) Speranza et al., 2008; (18) Rosi et al., 2000.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cultural Cronology</th>
<th>Period BC-AD</th>
<th>Culture</th>
<th>Stromboli</th>
<th>Vulcano</th>
<th>Lipari</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middle Age</td>
<td>1300-1000</td>
<td>Norman</td>
<td>Le Rocce formation 1264-1418 AD [17]</td>
<td>Vulcanello (upper portion) composite cone 1050 AD to 1180 +/-70 AD [16]</td>
<td>Lami 0.7 +/- 0.17 [10], Rocche Rosse 1220 AD +/- 30 [14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1000-838</td>
<td>Arab</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Middle Age</td>
<td>838-500</td>
<td>Byzantine (Byzantine monasticism)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imperial Roman Age</td>
<td>500 AD - 27 BC</td>
<td>Roman</td>
<td>Bastimento formation 355-557AD, [17]</td>
<td>Grotta Palizzi 3 1.5 +/- 0.2 [1], 1.6 +/- 1.0 [1]</td>
<td>Forgia Vecchia 1.6 +/- 0.38 [15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>27-252 BC</td>
<td></td>
<td>San Bartolo formation 360 BC to AD 7 [17]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republican Roman Age</td>
<td>580-252 BC</td>
<td>Greek - Sicilian</td>
<td>Pizzo o Sopra La Fossa formation 380-100 BC to 45-245 AD [18]</td>
<td>Vulcanello (lower portion) 1.9 +/- 0.2 [1], Grotta Palizzi 2 2.1 +/- 0.3 [1], 2.2 +/- 1.3 [3]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 1b.**

Lentia, Monte Saraceno and Piano Grotta dei Rossi centres erupted the Upper Brown Tuffs which were deposited on the entire archipelago, representing an important stratigraphic marker for the reconstruction of the eruptive history of the volcanic islands. After a period of quiescence, about 3 ka long, in which was formed a red-orange paleosol, new eruptions concentrated at the centre of the caldera formed the Gran Cratere di La Fossa (hereafter Gran Cratere) tuff cone (Figure 3) during its first eruptive cycle, about 5.5 ka [Frazzetta et al., 1985; Gillot, 1987; Soligo et al., 2000].

A long series of hydromagmatic explosive eruptions, characterized by the emplacement of pyroclastic flows and surge deposits, led to the construction of the lower portion of the Gran Cratere (Figure 3). The first eruptive cycle ended 2.9 ka ago with the widespread surge deposits of Grotta Palizzi 1 Formation [Voltaggio et al., 2015; De Astis et al., 2013]. The eruptive activity restarted to the north of the Gran Cratere forming Il Faraglione tuff cone and the basal part of the Vulcanello centre, both of which have similar compositions. The intermediate eruptive cycle of the Gran Cratere started about 2.2 ka ago with the emplacement of the Grotta dei Palizzi 2 Formation, then continued until the Middle Ages producing the Grotta dei Palizzi 3 Formation and Caruggi Formation [De Astis et al., 2013]. In the early Middle Ages the eruptive activity resumed on the nearby island of Lipari, marked in the stratigraphy succession by the pumice fall deposit of Monte Pilato, dated to 776 AD by Keller [2002] and found within the Caruggi Formation of Vulcano. Once again the eruptive activity occurred north of the Gran Cratere forming the
subaerial part of the Vulcanello centre in the 11\textsuperscript{th} and 12\textsuperscript{th} centuries, which was followed by a subsequent eruptive phase between the 16\textsuperscript{th} and 17\textsuperscript{th} centuries [Ar-righi et al., 2006]. The activity of the Gran Cratere restarted in 1739 after a long period of inactivity and continued during the 18\textsuperscript{th} and 19\textsuperscript{th} centuries until the last eruption occurred in 1888-90.

Stromboli volcano, the easternmost island of the archipelago (about 20 miles from Lipari), has been the object of continuous eruptive activity throughout the Neolithic period, concentrated mainly between 8 and 5 ka from the present [Francalanci et al., 2013], which led to an important evolution of the volcano called the Upper Neostromboli stage. In that time some lateral eruptions occurred (Figure 4): Nel Cannestrà, Punta Labronzo, Piscità, Vallonazzo, Timpone del Fuoco, Vi-gna Vecchia and San Vincenzo [the updated San Vincenzo age is 6.2 ka, Speranza et al., 2008; Risica et al., 2017] and then Serro Adorno [5.8-4.0 ka, Calvari et al., 2011; Risica et al., 2017].

The thick hydromagmatic deposits of Secche di Laz-zano, which were emplaced about 7 ka ago [Francalanci et al., 2013] or more recently 6.4-6.2 ka, as reported by Risica et. al. [2017], seem to be related to the impressive collapse of the NE volcano sector that formed the steep slope known as the Sciara del Fuoco (Figure 4) and left the deep “sc5a” scar [Francalanci et al., 2013]. In the Late Neostromboli stage the eruptive activity concentrated at the top of Sciara del Fuoco, and terminated with a new collapse witnessed by the Semaforo Labronzo hydromagmatic deposits overlaying the Serra Adorno lava flow (Figure 4) and by the “sc5b” scar [Francalanci et al., 2013]. In the Middle Ages the typical persistent explosive activity called Strombolian began [Rosi et al., 2013] and was emitted from small vents located on the crater terrace just below Pizzo So-pra la Fossa, which is stratigraphically positioned after the Monte Pilato of Lipari pumice fall deposit [Francalanci et al., 2013].

3. HISTORICAL FRAMEWORK FROM 5500 BC TO 1000 AD

The long period of quiescence of the Lipari and Vulcano volcanoes between 7.5 and 5.5 ka allowed the development of human settlements in the archipelago with the succession, during the Neolithic, of different cultural facies. At Lipari and Salina, stable settlements were established since the middle of the 6\textsuperscript{th} millennium.
BC at Castellaro (Lipari) and at Rinicedda (Salina). On the island of Lipari, the archaeological study identifies the main evidence of cultural continuity with the complete prehistoric and protohistoric stratigraphic sequence.

The naturally fortified site on Rocca del Castello at Lipari (Figure 5) begins to be inhabited in the 5th millennium BC (cultural aspects characterized by painted pottery: Tricromic and Serra d’Alto).

During the 5th millennium BC the flourishing Diana culture benefited from the systematic exploitation of obsidian (Pomiciazzo area) and trade of this precious raw material. In this phase, in addition to the large village that occupied the plain of the Contrada Diana at Lipari (Figure 5), settlements were established on all islands of the archipelago, suggesting an increase of population [Bernabò Brea and Cavalier, 1960; Cavalier, 1979]. At the beginning of the 4th millennium, after the great diffusion of the Diana culture, the settlement moved again from the plain of Diana to the Rocca del Castello [Bernabò Brea, 1988: 471]. The Diana - Spatarella facies, named after the inland site on Monte Giardina, marks the beginning of the Chalcolithic and is characterized by the drastic reduction of inhabited sites lasting the whole 4th millennium BC, with the Pianoconte (named after the south-western upland of Lipari) and Piano Quartara facies. We observe therefore the first crisis in the population of the archipelago. “While the four phases of the Neolithic civilization ... give the impression of a cultural continuity, at this point in the Aeolian stratigraphic series is clear that a break must be marked. The culture of Pianoconte, defined for the first time in Lipari, has been recognized in the eastern cusp of Sicily (while it is
extraneous to the other regions of the island) and in southern Italy (Calabria, Campania, Puglia, Salento), often represented by very small settlements, so that it seems to correspond everywhere to a period of strong demographic recession, of which we do not know the causes.” [Bernabò Brea et al., 1994: 29; Bernabò Brea 1968-1969: 27]. This cultural change marks a contraction of the settlement below the Rocca del Castello of Lipari and, at the same time, the occupation of internal areas raised.

The advent of metals had a gradual impact on the exploitation of raw materials: the obsidian continued to be used until the Bronze Age in the archipelago and in surrounding areas. For example, at Ustica island [Foresta Martin and La Monica, 2017] is attested the importation and manufacture of obsidian from Lipari until in the Middle Bronze Age (1500 BC), a phase in which in the Aeolian island the obsidian is generally more rarely used. The obsidian disappeared at the end of the Bronze Age [Martinelli, 2010: 149].

The demographic concentration seems to remain at minimum values during the 4th millennium BC, as evidenced by the reduced size of the settlements, even if at the first half of the 3rd millennium, with the facies of Piano Quarta, there is a reversal trend with an increase of sites in Lipari, Salina, and Panarea [Martinelli et al., 2014].

The Bronze Age begins after 2300 BC with the Capo Graziano facies characterized by a new cultural and economic development. The importance of obsidian has declined but then became crucial for the geographical position of the archipelago in the middle of the lower Tyrrenian Sea along the sea routes used by the Mycenaean aristocracies were protagonists in search of metals (copper and tin).

The Bronze Age is defined by the succession of different cultures (Capo Graziano, Milazzese and Ausonio) that extensively occupy the islands with large villages, mainly composed by stone oval-shaped huts [Bernabò Brea and Cavalier, 1968; 1980; 1991a; Martinelli et al., 2005; Bettelli et al., 2016; Levi et al., 2010; Levi et al.,
2017].

The Sicilian Thapsos-Milazzese facies (1500–1300 BC) [Bernabò Brea and Cavalier, 1968, 1980; Martinelli, 2005; 2010] is characterized by perched and defended settlements placed on each island. During the Late Bronze Age (1300–900 BC) the Ausonio people come from the Italian peninsula to put an end to the previous villages and to occupy only the Rocca del Castello in Lipari [Bernabò Brea and Cavalier, 1980].

The second demographic crisis sees two main moments: the first one during the Ausonio facies in which only the island of Lipari is occupied, the second one when also this settlement was destroyed. Later, from 900 to 580 B.C. the Aeolian islands were almost uninhabited [Bernabò Brea and Cavalier, 1980].

In 580 BC the Greeks arrived on Lipari and, according to Diodorus Siculus (V 9.4), the local community founded by Aeolus was reduced to only 500 people, and so the Greeks were welcomed amicably and persuaded by the natives to settle. On the contrary, according to Pausanias (X-11, 4), the islands called Aeolus, were instead uninhabited. However, the historical sources suggest broadly that the Aeolian archipelago was sparsely populated.

In Greek and Roman age, the Aeolian Islands have a new phase of constant development linked to economic and social wealth. A new disruption occurred with the earthquake that damaged the city of Lipari in the second half of 4th century AD [Guidoboni et al., 2018]. The buildings, well known thermal baths of San Calogero, were abandoned during the period of Valente and Valentiniano I emperors (364–378 AD) as attested two roman coins found in debris layer of the destruction [Bernabò Brea and Cavalier, 2003].

Archaeological evidence of the period following the earthquake, testify that in the 5th–6th century AD the settlements occupied naturally protected areas in internal uplands, mostly developed on previous Roman sites, determining a continuity of life until 6th century AD. The best testimonies come from Lipari and Salina [Bernabò Brea and Kronig, 1979; Bernabò Brea, 1989].

From the 6th century AD, the archaeological data are lacking because of the more recent events which transformed the settlements, deleting the testimony related to the 7th–11th centuries [Bernabò Brea, 1989: 125]. In this period, and particularly in 8th–9th centuries, a third crisis could be recognized.

Among the little evidence available there is the historical testimony of the Bishop who resided in Salina, together with the monks and a large part of the population of Lipari, to find shelter from the Saracen raids and especially from the volcanic activity of Lipari and Vulcano. San Willibald visiting Lipari witnessed the eruption of Monte Pilato di Lipari in 729 AD.

The interpretation of the Islamic presence in Lipari is controversial: they settled the island in 838 AD after a violent incursion during which the inhabitants were deported, the church of San Bartolomeo on the Rocca del Castello was destroyed and the relics of the saint were dispersed: Lipari remained almost deserted except a small village on the Rocca del Castello [Zagari, 2015]. The events that followed this historical phase are not object of this work and for their articulation a specific study will be needed.

4. DEMOGRAPHIC CRISES AND POSSIBLE INFLUENCE OF THE VOLCANIC ACTIVITY

The demographic population of Lipari in the past has been estimated by some scholars [Arena, 1991; Iacolino, 2007]. It is difficult to consider numerical estimates, even if in hypothetical form, especially for the prehistoric and protohistoric phases. The only numeric data published is that of the village of Portella at Salina of the Middle Bronze Age III, calculated on the basis of the complete study of the context (excavation in extension) and ethnographic comparisons: the authors have proposed the presence of about 200 inhabitants [see page 212 of Martinelli, 2010].

To estimate the number of inhabitants considering the relationship between settlements and population we must...
consider also several local variables: agricultural use of the soil, domestic cattle, scarce presence of water reserves, location and size of the settlements [D’Oronzo et al., 2018].

The statistic analysis requires a reference sample that, in our case, is the oldest available census of the population of Lipari occurred in 1610 [Arena, 1995]. The value of 3000 people was also used by Arena for the first demographic hypothesis [see page 141 of Arena, 1991]. This number is not acceptable for the prehistoric and protohistoric phase from the Neolithic to the Iron Age; considering 200 people in each village, a maximum population of 500 individuals could be assumed in times of greater prosperity [Bernabò Brea and Cavalier, 1960, 1980].

We propose two graphs of the population of Lipari: the first one based on a population of 500 individuals for the chronological period 5000-600 BC (Figure 6); the second one on 3000 people starting from 400 BC up to 1600 AD (Figure 7).

In the first graph (Figure 6) we have approximately considered the date 600 BC as the beginning of the Greek Age. The historical dates of foundation of Lipari are 580/579 BC according to Diodoro, and 629/626 BC according to San Girolamo and Eusebio [see pages VIII, 71, 72 of Pagliara, 1995].

The most ancient archaeological materials related to Greek people, found on the Acropolis of Lipari, attest to the presence of the Greeks in the 6th century BC. We can hypothesize an increase in population from this period with the settlement of the settlers Cnidii and Rhodes.

The hypothesis formulated intends to highlight the cultural phases characterized by a reduction of the settlements and, therefore, hypothetically of the population:

- First crisis: 4th millennium BC;
- Second crisis: 9th-6th centuries BC;
- Third crisis: 6th-11th centuries AD.

The first two crises are discussed in the following paragraphs while for the third one we present only a synthesis of the problems and it will be developed in a future study.

### 4.1 The First Crisis in the 4th Millennium BC, the Gran Cratere of Vulcano and the Sciara del Fuoco Collapse of Stromboli

In the 4th millennium BC the settlements known are at Lipari (6), Salina (1) and Stromboli (3). Only in two sites, Acropoli at Lipari and Serro Brigadiere at Salina, is cultural and stratigraphic continuity attested to between Diana-Spatarella and Pianoconte facies (Figure 2a).

Between 3800 and 2500 BC, the islands may not be inhabited in some years probably due to the strong eruptive activity in the nearby Vulcano island. In fact, after 3 ka of dormancy, about 5.5 ka ago, the eruptive activity resumed at the centre of the La Fossa caldera of Vulcano. This phenomenon certainly had a negative impact on the normal course of the local anthropic history. The navigation from Sicily to Lipari [Kapitan, 2003] driven along the coasts (cabotage), using the islands as a stopover on the south Tyrrhenian routes, was certainly conditioned by the sudden occurrence of hydromagmatic explosions produced in the shallow water of the La Fossa caldera. The sea loch involved was that between Lipari and Vulcano, particularly dangerous in correspondence of the present Porto Levante and Faraglione where small eruptive centres erupted at that time. Vulcano island, which has always been uninhabited, has been occasionally frequented in ancient times by the inhabitants of the nearby Lipari for agricultural works, hunting and quarrying of alum and sulphur.

On the Lipari island the main prehistoric site was the Contrada Diana, intensely inhabited in Neolithic (5th millennium BC), which represented the epoch of maximum demographic expansion reached in Lipari during the prehistory. It is located just 6 km Nord from the area of the Gran Cratere, and was vulnerable to the effects of its explosive activity, lacking natural barriers (hills), especially when the wind blowing from the south caused ash fallout on the southern coast of Lipari. During the Neolithic all the Aeolian islands (except Vulcano) show new settlements born to satisfy the increased material needs of an increasing population. Conversely, in the Copper Age (4th-3rd millennium BC) a drastic reduction of both number and size of the individual villages is attested. The Contrada Diana site continued to be inhabited but with small groups of huts.

The first demographic crisis (Table 1a; Figure 6) is recorded from the beginning of the Copper Age when the Rocca del Castello of Lipari was occupied again, a high and naturally defensible place that during the Neolithic facies of Diana had not been inhabited. At the same time the rural site of Spatarella was built close to Monte Giardina and protected by Monte Guardia to the South, as a natural barrier on the axis in between Vulcano and Lipari [Cavalier 1979 see pages 81-99, Martinelli 2001]. This area, due to its morphology, could be considered safer and protected from the effects of the eruptions from Gran Cratere of Vulcano. If this consideration is valid, a correlation between volcanic
events and anthropic dynamics may be possible. Security reasons could have driven the Copper Age populations (Diana-Spatarella and Pianoconte facies) between the half of 4th and the half of 3rd millennium BC to keep at distance the Vulcano Island, which, during the formation of the Gran Cratere, experienced one of the most..

FIGURE 6. Demographic hypothesis of the population of Lipari from 5000 to 600 BC calculated on the estimate of 500 individuals. The date 600 BC corresponds to the historical chronology of the Greek people arrival at Lipari.

FIGURE 7. Demographic hypothesis of the population of Lipari from 400 BC to 1600 AD calculated on the estimate of 3000 individuals.
dangerous times of its recent volcanic history.

The extent of volcanic activity of Stromboli until 5 ka BP probably made the island uninhabitable during the Neolithic age. The most ancient settlements in up-hill position are dated to the Copper Age: Serra Fareddu testified to the Pianoconte facies [Cavalier, 1979: 126-132] and Ginostra [Bernabò Brea and Cavalier, 1968: 45-46] with the remains of Pianconte and Piano Quar-tara facies (Figure 4). The datings of the lava flows (Table 1a) where the human settlements are located are: Ginostra on Timpone del Fuoco lavas (7.4-6.2 ka) and Serra Fareddu on Nel Cannestrà lavas (7.9-7.7 ka). Consequently both sites arose after 4th millennium BC. In fact, at the beginning of the 4th millennium fragments of pottery from the site of San Vincenzo [Cavalier, 1981: 41] attest the first short visit of the man, during the facies of Diana-Spatarella.

Stromboli volcano reached the maximum volumetric expansion during Neostromboli stage, due to a continuous eruptive activity, and was affected by flank instability that produced impressive sector collapses, which formed the Sciara del Fuoco horseshoe-shaped scar. Numerical simulations have confirmed the potential catastrophic effects of the tsunamis generated by similar collapses from the NE sector of Stromboli (volumes of the order of 1 km3) on the entire Aeolian Islands, Calabrian and Sicilian coasts [Tinti et al., 2002]. Two phreatomagmatic eruptions, presumably triggered by flank collapses, occurred between about 7000 and 2400 years ago, towards the end of the Upper Neostromboli and the beginning of the Pizzo stage [Francalanci et al., 2013]. The finding of hydromagmatic deposits at Secche di Lazzaro dated between 7 and 6 ka ago, allows Francalanci et al. [2013] to infer that a large sector collapse formed the Sciara del Fuoco.

At the beginning of Copper Age while Stromboli was probably inhabited with a small site (San Vincenzo), the sector collapse certainly caused large tsunami waves that travelled up to Lipari where the site of Contrada Di-ana occupied a lowland in contact with the sea bounded by docks, vulnerable to tsunamis waves [Manni, 2015]. If we consider that the Aeolian Islands during the 4th millennium BC was affected by a strong volcanic activity, we could hypothesize that the facies of Diana - Spatarella and Pianoconte were represented not only by a few smaller settlements far from the coastal plains, but also inhabited for short time. Therefore, archaeology can refine the age of this Stromboli catastrophic collapse close to about 6 ka before present.

4.2 THE SECOND CRISIS IN THE 9TH CENTURY BC, THE GRAN CRATERE OF VULCANO AND THE SCIARA DEL FUOCO COLLAPSE OF STROMBOLI

The second crisis (Table 1a; Figure 6), recorded between the 9th-6th centuries BC, begins with the destruction and abandonment of the Ausonio II town on the Rocca del Castello destroyed by fires and collapses of the huts. From this time a general state of abandonment affects the archipelago that may have been vulnerable to disastrous natural events. It cannot be excluded that relevant volcanic phenomena have locally burdened this crisis, however, caused by multiple social, economic and cultural factors that went ahead up to the Greek foundation of sixty century BC. We think about the eruptive activity of Vulcano that produced around 2.9 ka the widespread surge deposits of (Grotta Palizzi 1 Forma-tion) and Il Faraglione tuff cone located on the coast, and, moreover, to the most recent sector collapse of Neostromboli witnessed by the Semaforo Labronzo hydromagmatic deposits that ended the Late Neostromboli eruptive stage [Francalanci et al., 2013]. In particular, the effects of the eruptive activity of Vulcano, as for the first crisis, could have determined further risks for the navigation, limited the connection with Sicily, and then complicated the living in Lipari inhabitants. As long as there was the need to inhabit Lipari, first for the obsidian trade and then as a port along the trade routes of the Bronze age, the human communities faced the risk of the navigation near an active volcano with frequent and unpredictable eruptions. It can be deduced that during the second crisis in 900 BC, the hostility of the volcano activity was no longer dealt with because the socio-econo-mic conditions of the occupation of Lipari had disappeared.

4.3 THE THIRD CRISIS OF THE EARLY MIDDLE AGES, THE ERUPTIONS IN THE NE SECTOR OF LIPARI

The third major demographic crisis (Table 1b; Figure 7), occurred from the 6th to the 11th century, will be dealt with in more detail in a future work; here we are begin-ning the discussion on its causes. It could be imputable to historical and socio-economic facts, to the ef-fects of the earthquake of 4th century, to the resuming of the volcanic activity in Vulcano (Grotta Palizzi 3 and Caruggi formations) and in the NE sector of Lipari during the 6th century, that has created, from the 8th century, the eruptive centres of Monte Pilato (Figure 2b). The archaeological traces attest to the presence of set-tlements in rural areas on the internal plains of Lipari,
less exposed to volcanic activity. Some places of Lipari retain traces of Byzantine culture in their local names: Piano Greca, San Calogero, San Basilio, Monte Sant’Angelo, Colle Sant’Eremo, etc. [Iacolino 2007]. In the same period on the island of Salina (which lies about two miles north of Lipari) several new sites were inhabited in Val di Chiesa and Vallone Castagno, probably for the migration of a part of Lipari population to more safe sites. In the NE sector of Lipari, the volcanic activity continued until the 13th century [Tanguy et al., 2002; Bigazzi et al., 2003] changing considerably the landscape of this part of the island, and preventing any possibility of settlement and agricultural activity for several centuries.

5. CONCLUSIVE REMARKS

The analysis of archaeological and historical studies, conducted since 1950, allow us to trace a hypothetical demographic framework in which three demographic crises of long lasting attributed by scholars to unfavourable social-economic situations or sometimes to war aggression, can be observed. The available volcanological studies and dating of the main eruptions of the Aeolian volcanoes in Holocene time have allowed us to give special attention to the occurrence, in these periods of crisis, of volcanic events that could have had an effect on the local anthropic history.

In summary we hypothesize that:

1. The first crisis that took place in 4th millennium BC was recorded in all the islands and in particular the main Neolithic site of Lipari: Contrada Diana. During the Diana-Spatarella facies, the following is documented: the reduction of the coastal settlement of Contrada Diana, the choice of inhabitants to occupy again the Rocca del Castello, and the development of settlements on areas protected by the activity of the Aeolian volcanoes. This situation suggests that, during the Copper Age, the lowland of the Contrada Diana could be particularly exposed to the volcanic risk caused by direct effects of the Sciara del Fuoco collapse of Stromboli Island (related to sc5a scar of Figure 4) that produced a large tsunami able to affect all archipelago coasts, and by the indirect action of the eruptive activity from the nearby Gran Cratere of Vulcano Island that produced periodic ash fallout and posed a threat to sailors travelling between the mainland and Lipari (Table 1a; Figure 6). Finally, the Gran Cratere of Volcano activity could have been the cause of the reduction of the settlements for the whole period of Copper Age.

2. The second crisis temporally located between ninth and sixth century BC, like the previous one, could be caused by the effects of the strong eruptive phase of the Gran Cratere of Volcano dated 2.9 ka and by any disastrous effects caused by tsunami waves induced by another sector collapse (related to sc5b scar) occurred at the end of the Neostromboli (Table 1a; Figure 6). As during the first crisis, the navigation from mainland to Lipari Island will have been involved making difficult this destination.

3. The third crisis happened in the historical period between the sixth and the eleventh century with a possible peak during the eruption of Monte Pilato, which occurred in 776 AD in the NE sector of the Lipari Island (Table 1b; Figure 7). The complex dynamics of this more recent crisis will be the object of a future study.

The comparison of archaeological and volcanological data in a long-inhabited region as Aeolian archipelagos may help to improve the eruptive history of the volcano and to contribute to solving the enigma of demographic crises observed in the human occupancy of the isles. Even if available knowledges are sufficient to formulate new hypotheses on the origin of these demographic crises, however, additional data will be needed to be confirmed or rejected the thesis illustrated in this paper.
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